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Indian Institute of Technology Patna is one of the emerging IITs 
established by an Act of the Indian Parliament on August 06, 2008. 
Nurturing innovation and excellence amongst the student community for 
the last 14 years, the Indian Institute of Technology (IIT) Patna has been 
ever-blossoming as an Institute of national importance. The Institute 
focuses on creating and developing students into leaders and 
researchers to empower the country with their contributions in various 
disciplines in the future.



The Institute has developed modern facilities that are fully equipped with 
state-of-the-art facilities (equipment, software, and machines) that are 
routinely used to train and educate students in the Institute.
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FROM THE

DIRECTOR’S DESK

IIT Patna is trying its best to serve the nation by all possible means. In 
this respect, we aim to provide the industry with a technically high-
quality employee pool that lends itself to the growth of various reputed 
organizations and contributes to our nation-building process. IIT Patna 
seeks to improve upon this goal every year, the latest developments 
being the addition of new courses and skill sets which has been 
designed keeping in view of the market demands and mandate of 
NEP,2020. What is also encouraging is the students’ participation in 
various technological, innovative ventures, and socio-cultural events in 
national and international events, considering the importance of these 
experiences in shaping up their personalities as individuals.



IIT Patna invites the recruiters to the Campus Recruitment Programme 
and gives this batch of graduating students an opportunity to prove 
themselves and add value to the organisations they join. We hope this 
will be a pleasant experience for the recruiters and a step forward in 
improving upon the past relations and building up new ones



I welcome you to become a part of our story and to form a long-lasting 
association with the institute.

Prof T.N. SINGH
Director, IIT Patna



PIC’S MESSAGE

I welcome you to the 2023-24 campus placement season at the Indian Institute of Technology Patna. 
Our Training and Placement Centre (TPC) is proud to support your recruitment processes both in 
physical and online modes. Students are the backbone and pride of our institute. This year, we have a 
pool of around 520 students completing their B.Tech., M.Tech., and M.Sc., eagerly waiting to make 
their mark in the

corporate world. Our students actively participate in several national and international technical, 
cultural, and sports events. Apart from academics, student bodies run about a dozen clubs on campus, 
each focusing on different competencies ranging from public speaking to competitive coding.



IIT Patna has six engineering departments, three science departments, and a Humanities and Social 
Sciences department. The institute offers 8 B.Tech. programs, 12 M.Tech. programs, and 3 M.Sc. 
programs. In addition, all departments offer doctoral studies and lead cutting-edge research in their 
respective specialization. This year, the total student strength on campus has surpassed 2000.



As an institute of higher education, we yearn to trigger the creativity and intellect of students, along 
with imparting soft skills such as teamwork and communication. The student clubs and the student 
administrative bodies organize several events throughout the year to ensure everyone receives ample 
chances to nurture their talents and gain experience.



TPC welcomes you to visit our campus, physically or virtually, for full-time employment and internship 
recruitments. We promise our support and dedication in choosing your future employees and 
collaborators. Our representatives can assist you in the smooth conduct of the recruitment processes, 
including pre- placement talks, screening tests, interviews, and any other relevant selection processes. 
We follow transparent placement policies and procedures to benefit both students and recruiters in line 
with All IITs’ Placement Committee (AIPC) policy.



We are confident that our students would make valuable contributions to your organization as 
employees. Please do not hesitate to contact us for any clarifications or support.



Looking forward to meeting your recruitment team on our campus.


Professor in-charge
Centre for Career Development

Dr. Ashwani Assam
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OUR

ALUMNI
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Vishal Yadav
Deputy Director, Indian Railways Vice President at Goldman Sachs

GATE AIR-74 / M.TECH IIT BOMBAY 

MS Environmental Engineering,

Stanford University

Raghavendra Mohan Ram Agarwal
CFO at Raspa Pharma

Souradeep DasAbhinav Kohar
Data Science Lead, Schlumberger;


Co-Founder, Kredit Konnection;

MS CS, University of Illinois at Urbana

Atharva Ekatpure Pranjali K.
Lead Backend Engineer at Omneky

Ex- Meta, Adobe Research, Google

Ankit Bhardwaj
Senior Software Engineer at Google,


California, United States

Bhavesh Mendhekar
Scientist at ISRO

Software Engineer at

Citadel Securities

Chandresh Kanani Arpit BansalChirag Jain
Co-founder, Academic Head & COO


@ToppersNotes
Co-Founder & CTO at

EndureAir Systems



DEMOGRAPHICS
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Branch Strength
CSE

EEE

ME

CE

CBE

MME

87

87

79

56

54

29

B.Tech.
Total strength (392)

(2024)

Branch Strength
Artificial Intelligence

Computer Science

Mathematics and 
Computing

VLSI

Communication Systems

Mechatronics

Mechanical

Civil

Materials Science

Power and Control

Structural

Geotechnical

29

22




7

17

15

21

14

13

8

7

8

18

(2024)
M.Tech.
Total strength (179)



DEMOGRAPHICS
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M.Sc
Total strength (83)

Branch Strength
Physics

Chemistry

Mathematics

28

26

29

(2024)

Branch Strength
AI

CBE

CE

CSE

EE

MC

ME

MME

EP

40

56

54

91

89

50

70

32

24

B.Tech.
Total strength (506)

(2025)

MALE 428   FEMALE 84



IIT Patna maintains a high standard of academic integrity as one of the top institutes of India 
for engineering and research, providing a vast array of academic programmes and disciplines 
to students at undergraduate, post-graduate and doctorate level.

UNDERGRADUATE PROGRAMMES

(Course duration: 4 years, full time)

POST GRADUATE PROGRAMMES

(Course duration: 2 years, full time(regular/sponsored),project 
staff, part time

Bachelor of Technology (BTech
 Chemical Engineerin
 Civil Engineerin
 Computer Science and Engineerin
 Electrical and Electronics Engineerin
 Mechanical Engineerin
 Metallurgical and Materials Science Engineering



Bachelor of Science (BS
 Artificial Intelligence and Data Scienc
 Engineering Physics


Master of Technology (MTech
 Advanced Manufacturing Technolog
 Artificial Intelligenc
 Communication Systems and Signal Processin
 Chemical Engineerin
 Civil Engineerin
 Computer Science and Engineerin
 Geotechnical Engineerin
 Mathematics and Computin
 Mechanical Desig
 Materials Science and Engineering
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ACADEMIC

PROGRAMMES



 Mechatronic
 Power and Control System Engineerin
 Structural Engineerin
 Thermal & Fluids Engineerin
 VLSI & Embedded Systems



Master of Science (MSc
 Mathematic
 Physic
 Chemistry


DOCTORATE PROGRAMMES

(Ph.D.)
The Ph.D. programmes in IIT Patna was started in July 2009 in the departments 
of Engineering, Science and Humanities & Social Sciences. The departments are 
equipped with state-of-the-art research equipment and facilities to create an 
environment that promotes high quality research. The enrolled students enjoy 
access to peer reviewed journals, and are mentored by Ph.D. supervisors to 
shape them for their successful careers.



IIT Patna publishes Ph.D. program advertisements twice a year, in the months of 
March-April and September-October on the institute website as well as on 
newspapers. Admission to the Ph.D. programmes is granted on the basis of 
performance of candidates in interview/admission tests held tentatively in the 
month of December and May-July every year.



IIT Patna also promotes and encourages interdisciplinary research, in which 
case two or more departments and centres contribute to innovative and cross-
boundary research. Faculty members from various departments, centres and 
schools across the campus are constantly exploring research areas that must 
involve extensive interaction of different traditional disciplines.
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ACADEMIC

PROGRAMMES
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Tinkerer's Club is the platform for innovators and idea holders who are 
provided with the opportunity to convert their creative ideas into 
engineering products. The students go through an exciting practical 
experience and spend hours tinkering without any barriers.

TINKERER’S LAB

The Artificial Intelligence-Natural Language Processing-Machine Learning 
(AI-NLP-ML) Group was brought into effect in June 2015. Artificial 
Intelligence, Machine Learning, and Natural Language Processing are 
explored via several projects by the B.Tech and M.Tech students, Research 
scholars, Research engineers, Lexicographers, under the guidance of the 
Professors of IITP

STUDENT

ACTIVITIES/CLUBS

Advanced technical platforms and a plethora of practical projects are the key 
aspects of this club. An early hands-on approach with different technical fields 
like electronics, embedded systems, communications are made accessible to 
the students. The club also organizes workshops and technical events regularly.

SPARKONICS

AI-NLP-ML Group

Mechanical Engineering discipline-related activities are overseen by the 
SCME(Student Council of Mechanical Engineers) club in IIT Patna. Since its 
inception, SCME has been conducting events, lectures, and workshops 
around the year for the benefit of mechanical engineering students. Many 
projects on Mechanical Engineering, Robotics, and Automobiles have been 
developed by the students of the club

SCME

As the Computer Science Club of IIT Patna, NJACK aims at improving 
computer technology and coding culture among the student fraternity of IIT 
Patna by conducting several workshops, events and competitions

NJACK

https://stc.iitp.ac.in/tinkerers.html
https://sparkonics.iitp.ac.in/
https://www.iitp.ac.in/~ai-nlp-ml/
https://stc.iitp.ac.in/scme.html
https://www.google.com/url?sa=t&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=web&cd=&ved=2ahUKEwjYlP3B-Ov_AhVAcmwGHfENCV0QFnoECBYQAQ&url=https%3A%2F%2Fnjack.iitp.ac.in%2F&usg=AOvVaw2ODSEj2jqsQ-cZe9m4NPcE&opi=89978449
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Powered by Google Developers, Developer Student Clubs IIT Patna is a 
non-profit community that aims to inspire intelligent minds in the field of 
technology. Opportunities, where developers, designers, and managers 
work together to carry out real-time projects, are provided. Students 
explore various real-time projects that involve Web dev, ML, Block chains, 
IoT. It is open to any student, ranging from novice developers who are just 
starting to advanced developers who want to further their skills.

DSC

Association of Civil Engineers is run and administered by the Civil and 
Environmental engineering department. It is the club of activities and 
regularly organizes several of them. ACE tries to build a healthy environment 
for faculty-student interaction, our vitality ranges from ‘Neev’, the freshers’ 
welcome to Civil cricket League; From celebrating Teachers’ Day to bidding 
a farewell to seniors and much more. With an active involvement of Faculty 
members we here at ACE are achieving all that we need to be in the 
growing stage of the department and yet we strive for more.


ACE

ChessX is known as the society of students of the Department of Chemical 
and Biochemical Engineering at IIT Patna. This society aims to provide and 
promote interaction within the department and implement academic, social 
and other programs of interest to its members. Chemical engineering is a 
highly open-ended and flexible area of study with branches extending to 
economics, biotechnology, electronics, policy making and much more. Our 
society is aimed at providing the right support to produce the best chemical 
engineering graduates of tomorrow.

Entrepreneurship Cell, IIT Patna is a student-run organization and has 
been established with the objective of creating, manifesting, and guiding 
the entrepreneurial spirit in the student community and encouraging them 
to be successful entrepreneurs. Initiatives like e-week, regular guest 
lectures by famous entrepreneurs and businessmen, seminars, etc. are 
undertaken by the E-cell.


ChessX

E-Cell

House of Socio-Cultural Affairs, prevalently known as HoSCA promotes a 
vibrant and eclectic campus experience through organizing multifarious 
activities pertaining to the cultural events, bringing students from all walks, 
interests, and ethnicity together in ways that stimulate lifelong learning and 
community interaction

HOSCA

STUDENT

ACTIVITIES/CLUBS

https://dsc.iitp.ac.in
https://www.iitp.ac.in/ace/
https://stc.iitp.ac.in/chessx.html
https://ecell.iitp.ac.in/#
https://www.iitp.ac.in/hosca/
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Prayatna was started by the students of IIT Patna in 2018 with a motto to 
provide free basic education up to class X to underprivileged children of 
villages near the college campus. Students who are a part of Prayatna take 
out time during the week to teach the young curious minds who wish to 
learn but are deprived of basic resources, good education being one of them

The dramatics club: Yavanika is the dramatics club of IIT Patna which 
engages interested students in different forms of drama and acting like 
mono acts, nukkads, stage play, mimes, etc. It is one of the oldest and well-
developed clubs of the Institute

Students who are dance enthusiasts and love to make crowds feel the beats 
with their moves constitute the dance club, Exousia. The club members are 
enthusiastic performers and actively participate in several events inside as 
well as outside the campus

The quiz club is one of the most active clubs of IIT Patna. The quiz club 
members meet over the weekends for brainstorming sessions and organize 
events and fun quizzes which showcase their enthusiasm for learning 
through the club and interactions

Prayatna

Yavanika

Exousia

Quiz Club

Aria is IIT Patna's music society where like-minded people come together 
and express themselves through music. Regular jamming sessions and 
events and competitions keep the club alive all year long.

ARIA

STUDENT

ACTIVITIES/CLUBS

https://nss.iitp.ac.in/prayatna/prayatna.html
https://www.facebook.com/yavanika.iitp/
https://www.facebook.com/DanceClubIITPatna/
https://www.facebook.com/QCIITP/
https://www.facebook.com/musicclubiitpatna/
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PiXXeL is the photography and filmmaking club of IIT Patna. It is a fast-
developing club with a well-structured and established team dedicated to 
exploring new methods of photography and videography, along with teaching 
these skills to new interested students. PiXXeL plays an important role in 
capturing moments in almost all the events that take place at IIT Patna.

Students' Association for Alumni Relations (SAAR) plays a crucial role in 
connecting the Institute and the alumni and maintaining life-long connections 
between them. The committee works in association with the Institute to 
create a platform that helps in connecting the former students with their Alma 
Mater

PIXXEL

SAAR

AP Club

Forthright
Forthright is the official student body of IIT Patna. There are students with 
wonderful ideas and have powerful demands, but lack a voice - the voice to 
reach out to the entirety of the IIT Patna family and beyond. Forthright does 
just that. It provides a collective student platform for them to express, 
motivate, confide and seek solutions.

AP Club (Astronomy and Particle Physics Club) is the hub of all the astronomy 
enthusiasts. They are dedicated in inducing interest in particle physics and the 
mysteries of the universe, alongwith organising stargazing events and talks on 
astronomy.

Open Web Application Security project Student Chapter IIT Patna is a branch 
of OWASP led by students and faculty, that offers a variety of activities and 
events such as meetings and presentations on web application security topics, 
training and workshops on security tools and techniques, Capture the 
Flag(CTF) events and hackathons.

OWASP

STUDENT

ACTIVITIES/CLUBS

https://www.facebook.com/pixxeliitp/
https://www.facebook.com/saar.iitp/
https://www.facebook.com/apclub.iitp/
https://www.linkedin.com/company/forthright-iitp/?originalSubdomain=in
https://owasp.org/www-chapter-indian-institute-of-technology-patna/


The Research and Development(R&D) unit of IIT Patna was established in 2009 with a 
view to initiate and nurture productive and interactive engagement with sponsoring 
agencies. The faculty and students are encouraged to engage into research activities in 
various engineering and interdisciplinary projects to register growth in research by 
generation of resources, patents, research collaborations and establishing links with the 
industry.



IIT Patna has research laboratories in various domains equipped with state-of-the-art 
facilities in Engineering, Natural Science and Humanities disciplines. The faculty members 
are actively working with various government agencies and R&D organisations so as to 
enable the participation of IIT Patna in a large number of cutting-edge scientific research 
projects.

The research work is reflected by the total number of projects since inception which 
currently stands at around 400, with about Rs. 130 crore allotted as grant.



The Incubation Centre(IC) at IIT Patna is a collaboration of the institute with the Ministry 
of Electronics(MeitY) and IT and the Government of Bihar. It has laboratories equipped 
with the latest technology in order to promote innovation and entrepreneurship with the 
aim to identify, nurture and translate technological ideas into reality.
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RESEARCH AT

IIT PATNA



AWARDS AND

RECOGNITION
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 Prof. Somanath Tripathy, Department of CSE, 
IIT Patna, has been inducted as an expert 
member of the Standing Committee on 
Research Methodology (SCRM) for the 
research projects of the BPR&D (Bureau of 
Police Research & Development), Ministry of 
Home Affairs, GoI on 202

 Dr. Utpal Roy is awarded the "Outstanding 
Teacher Award in Physics", STAIR 
International Award Forum, Science and 
Technology Academic, Innovations and 
Research Awards 202

 Dr. Rishi Raj has been recognized with the 
INSA Medal for Young Scientists (2019) 
award “For developing innovative techniques 
for significantly enhancing phase-change 
heat transfer in zero gravity environments

 Ms. Archita Maiti (Ph.D./Chemistry/IITP) 
under the mentorship of Dr. Snehasis 
Daschakraborty, Asst. Professor, Dept. of 
Chemistry, IIT Patna, has got the PCCP Best 
Poster Presentation Prize at the Theoretical 
Chemistry Symposium (TCS 2021) held in 
Dec 202

 Srest Somay and Saurabh Kumar Pandey got 
Best Paper Award for their article at 21st 
International Workshop on Physics of 
Semiconductor Devices (IWPSD) Conference 
IIT Delhi 14-17 December 202

 Dr.Rishi Raj, Associate Professor (Mechanical 
Engineering) and Associate Dean 
(Resources) has been conferred the 
prestigious Swarnajayanti Fellowships for 
Year 2020-2

 Dr. Sriparna Saha, Associate Professor of 
Department of CSE, IIT Patna is invited by 
the Editor in chief, Prof. Ajith Abraham, to join 
the Editorial Board of Engineering 
Applications of Artificial Intelligence (EAAI) 
(current impact factor: 6.2), an Elsevier 
journal



 Mr. Praveen Kumar, research scholar of Dr. 
Navin K. Nishchal, has received the Best 
PhD Thesis Award (Thesis title: 
_Investigations on Structured Light to Probe 
Optical Singularity and its use in Image 
Encryption_) awarded by Optical Society of 
India during 44th Annual Symposium of 
Optical Society of India on _Frontiers in 
Optics and Photonics _(FOP21) during Sept. 
24-27, 2021, Optics and Photonics Centre, 
IIT Delhi (Online). He has also been selected 
for JSPS post-doctoral fellowshi

 A patent is granted to Dr. Karali Patra & his 
team for the Invention titled "Biaxial Planar 
Tensile Testing Device

 Dr. Sriparna Saha is listed in the world's top 
2% scientists list with the world rank of 
4023 out of total 21511

 Dr. Asif Ekbal featured in the top 1000 
computer scientists by Research.com, 
among 79 Indian

 Kshitij Mishra, a PhD scholar in the Dept. of 
CSE has been awarded with the Prime 
Minister Research Fellowship (PMRF) 
scheme in the field of Artificial Intelligence 
and Image Processin

 Dr. Pranay Ranjan, an erstwhile Ph.D. 
student of the Dept. of Physics, IIT Patna 
has joined as an Asst. Prof. at IIT Jodhpu

 Outstanding Paper Award to Mr. Dattatreya 
Tripathy and Dr. Vaibhav Singhalfrom the 
Department of Civil and Environmental 
Engineering, Indian Institute of Technology, 
Patna for paper titled “Sensitivity analysis of 
parameters on the In-Plane Behavior of 
Unreinforced Masonry Wall Strengthened 
with Steel Wire Reinforced Cementitious 
Matrix (SWRCM)” during the 14th North 
American Masonry Conference at Omaha, 
#USA, June 11 – 14, 2023. This is one of the 
prestigious conferences in the field of 
masonry research which is held every year 
and organized by The Masonry Society, 
USA.



INSTITUTE

FESTIVALS
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IIT Patna is home to multiple fests which give students some respite from the academics, 
and since these are run entirely by students, they play a crucial role in the personal 
development of the organisers.



Infinito

Infinito is the annual sports fest of IIT Patna, and witnesses huge participation from across 
the country. The sports infrastructure serves as a great host for sports enthusiasts.



Celesta

Celesta is the techno-management fest of IIT Patna. It is organised every year in spring 
and is host to a plethora of technical events, workshops and exhibits, with active 
participation from students all over India, especially from the North-East.



Anwesha

Anwesha is a 3-day cultural and techno-management fest of IIT Patna. Since its inception 
in 2010, it has grown exponentially to become one of East India’s biggest youth festivals. It 
puts forth a multitude of events and competitions for students from all over India to 
participate in. One of the major attractions, the pro-nites share the glamour of rock bands, 
classical art forms and comedy shows, with some notable performances by the legendary 
singer KK and the popular band SANAM in recent editions.



TEDx 

TEDx IIT Patna is an independently organized TED event at the Institute. It is an attempt to 
spark deep discussions and connections between the student communities. TEDx IIT 
Patna gives the students of IIT Patna and nearby colleges an opportunity to be a part of 
interesting and enlightening talks by great personalities.

IIT Patna | Placement Brochure 2023-24

https://infinito.iitp.ac.in/
https://celesta.iitp.ac.in/
https://anwesha.live/
https://www.ted.com/tedx/events/50729


Nebula 

Nebula is the first big event for newcomer students to IIT Patna. It is a freshers' party 
organized by HoSCA for fun and merriment specifically planned by keeping the welfare of 
the fresher students in mind.



Apeireon

Apeireon is the annual coding fest of the CSE department of IIT Patna, where a lot of 
online events are organized with massive participation from all over the world (1500+). It 
involves events from different domains of Computer Science and the challenging events 
are applauded by the programming community worldwide



Reverberance

Diwali is one among those festivals which is most awaited at IIT Patna. To mark and 
celebrate the festive spirit of Diwali, House of Socio-Cultural Affairs and House of 
Literature and Fine Arts presents Reverberance, the Inter-Year Cultural Tournament.
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INSTITUTE

FESTIVALS

https://www.facebook.com/profile.php?id=100064895551506
https://en.everybodywiki.com/Apeireon


PLACEMENT

PROCEDURE
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3

1
2

4

5
6

7

Companies are contacted by the Placement office or Placement cell by 
authorised student representatives and invitations are extended, providing 
relevant information.

Companies are given unique IDs for logging into the TPC website after 
they submit the filled-in Job Announcement Forms (JAFs) by email or fax. 
These JAFs are made available online, allowing interested students to 
register for the company.

The Placement Cell and the Company confer and decide upon the date for the 
pre-placement talks, if necessary. Every registered student submits their 
resume so that the company can shortlist them accordingly.

A detailed schedule is prepared by the Placement Cell evaluating the job 
offer, prospects, student intake and the likeliness. The schedule is 
confirmed with all the companies.

Representatives from the companies/organisations visit the campus, meet the 
registered (or shortlisted) students, and conduct the interviews, tests, or group 
discussion sessions in accordance with their recruitment process.

The companies are required to prepare and submit in writing, a 
confirmation letter, with the list of students who are selected after the 
interview process, on the day of the interview itself.

The job offer letters reach the Placement Cell. In case a student gets a job offer, 
they are not entitled to appear further for any tests/interviews by other 
companies.



PAST

RECRUITERS
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 Aarti Industrie
 Accenture Indi
 Accenture Japa
 Accolit
 Adani Powe
 Addver
 Adob
 Akash Institut
 Amazon Berli
 Amazon Indi
 AM
 AMN
 App Orchi
 Arist
 Atlassia
 Axxel
 Bajaj Aut
 BEL Bengalur
 Betso
 Bloomberg Pun
 Bosc
 BPC
 Bridgei2
 C1
 Capgemin
 CDA
 Ceremorphi
 Cogna
 Cognizan
 Cogopor
 Cubastio
 Curb
 Darwinbo
 Deloitt
 Dhan
 Droo
 E-Com Expres
 Elucidat
 Expedi
 Factwis
 Farey
 Fiduci
 FIITJE
 Flipkar
 Future Firs
 Gameskraf
 Gemini Solution
 Godigit

 Goje
 Goldman Sach
 Googl
 Google (Munich
 Gupshup Tec
 HC
 HDF
 Housing.co
 ICICI Ban
 Imanag
 Incref
 Indee
 Inframar
 InnomindsInnovacce
 Inte
 Intui
 Ixig
 John Deer
 JS
 Jungle Works (Clicklabs
 Jupiter Mone
 Karza Technologies (SDE
 KE
 Komprise India Pvt Lt
 KPRIE
 Lava Internationa
 Lentra A
 LnTEC
 LT
 Mahindra and Mahindr
 Marean
 Mathwork
 Media.ne
 Mercedes Ben
 Merilytic
 Microsoft Researc
 Morgan Stanle
 MT
 Navyug Infosolutio
 Netap
 Newzer
 Nineleap
 Novarti
 NSL Hub (Brane Enterprises
 Nucleus Softwar
 NX
 Oneture Technologies Lt
 Optum(UHG)



 Oracl
 OYO room
 Payt
 Perceptiv
 Persisten
 PI Industrie
 Publici
 Pultus Researc
 Qualcom
 Quntiph
 RBL Ban
 Reliance Jio Limited (RJIL
 S Number
 Salesforc
 Samsung Bangalor
 Samsung Noid
 Searc
 Seimen
 Serviceno
 Siksha O Anusandha
 Sleepi
 Smartcoi
 Sprinkl
 SRI-Bengalur
 Star Union Dai-ichi Life


             Insurance Co. Ltd
 Sterlite Technolog
 Strand life science
 Synopsy
 Taqbi
 Tata Advanc
 Tata Digita
 Tata Electronic
 TCS R&
 Tejas Network
 Texas Instrument
 Tiger Analytic
 Topp
 Trilogy Innovation
 Trumind
 TVS Digita
 Ube
 Udaa
 Unacadem
 Urban Compan
 Wipr
 Yugabyt
 Zomat
 ZS Associate



INTERNSHIPS
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 4B Network Pvt. Lt
 Accentur
 Adob
 Airblac
 Amazo
 American Expres
 Arist
 Atlassia
 Bloomber
 Bosc
 BRPNN
 Ciena (India Private Limited
 Crisi
 DE Sha
 Direct
 DRD
 Factwis
 GE Digita
 Godigit

 Googl
 G
 Gujarat Fluorochemicals Lt
 Husk Powe
 Imanag
 Indee
 Inte
 Joshtalk
 Media.ne
 Mediate
 Mitacs Globa
 Morgan Stanle
 Mumbai Angels Networ
 Newzer
 Nvidi
 University of Calgary


     (Mitacs Global, Canada)

 NX
 Perceptive Analytic
 Publici
 Quark
 RB
 Salesforc
 Samsun
 Serviceno
 SMS-Datatec
 Snumber
 ST Microelectronic
 TCS R&
 Texas Instrumen
 Thought Spo
 Trel
 Trilogy Innovation
 Trumind
 Twili
 X-epic




STUDENTS

ACHIEVEMENTS
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 IIT Patna stood 7th (overall) at the Inter 
IIT Tech Meet 11.0, bagging 1 gold, 2 
silver and 4 bronze medals across 
different categorie

 IIT Patna currently has 1 Grand Master 
(top 0.2%), 5 Masters (top 0.5- 1% 
coders worldwide) and 13 Candidate 
Masters (top 1 - 5% coders worldwide) 
as rated on codeforces

 A team of IIT Patna students won 1st 
prize in the IEM AI Olympiad

 Team' Kisaan Connect' from IIT Patna, 
won 2nd prize, at the grand finale of 
Hackathon v2.0 mobile app 
development contest

 A student received a $10000 reward by 
being selected for the Adobe Women-
In-Technology scholarship. Another 
student got selected for the Women 
Tech makers Scholarship

 Sudipta Acharya (Ph.D./CS/13) received 
"Outstanding Postdoctoral Inbound 
Award 2019" from Shenzhen University 
China for excellent research 
publications in the field of 
computational Biology and pattern 
recognition during Ph.D

 'Butterroti', a team from IIT Patna 
qualified for ACM-ICPC world final 4 
times in past five years.

 A total of 4 teams qualified for 2023 
ICPC Regionals securing their rank 
under top 300 in India where our top 
team had the Rank 4. One team 
qualified for Asia West finals by having 
4th rank in Kharagpur regionals and 
then secured the 22nd rank at Asia 
West Finals

 3 teams from IIT Patna secured the 
position in top 15 in ICPC Amritapuri 
2021 Regionals. In the past six years, a 
total of 36 students have been 
accepted as a part of the Google 
Summer of Code program, including 6 
students in their freshman year. It is a 
very prestigious program by Google to 
encourage open source contributions by 
students for which they get a stipend of 
$3000

 15 pre-final year students of Indian 
Institute of Technology, Patna have 
received Mitacs Globalink Research 
Internships in Canada. Mitacs Globalink 
internships provide students with an 
opportunity to gain valuable 
international research experience, 
develop professional skills, and build a 
global network. The internship in 
Canada is recognized as a leading 
destination for research and innovation.
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The Aryabhatta hostel is a newly constructed hostel with 4 blocks, which joins the C V 
Raman hostel, A P J Abdul Kalam hostel and the Asima hostel to increase the 
accommodation and the intake capacity of IIT Patna.



A new Central Library is under construction, which in addition to its picturesque structure, 
aims to provide ample space and the perfect environment for students to focus on their 
work, while also providing a vast range of books and being equipped with high-speed 
WiFi.



The food court of IIT Patna is being expanded, which will provide space for new food 
outlets and more dining area.



A new guest house has been constructed to provide comfortable accommodation to 
guests visiting IIT Patna for official/unofficial work, with AC rooms, WiFi facility and 
fooding.

A hall has been constructed for the Student Affairs Council (SAC) to host cultural and 
other events.
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Kripa Shankar Singh
Training and Placement Officier

+91-6115-233 091

+91-8102-917 501

kripa@iitp.ac.in | tpc@iitp.ac.in 

Amit Kumar Singh
Jr. Assistant

+91-6115-233083

aksingh@iitp.ac.in

Professor in-charge
Centre for Career Development

Dr. Ashwani Assam

+91-611-523-38829
aashwani@iitp.ac.in
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